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SPEC Sheet Learn by Koskela

Mudai (Soft) Ottoman, Floor Cushion 
Junior

Mudai has been specially developed as an alternative seating option to 
the traditional classroom chair for primary school students. There are two 
options: a triangle-shaped ottoman and a diamond-shaped floor cushion.

Children have lots of energy and a traditional classroom chair restricts their 
movement. Sitting both upright and stationary for long periods of time can 
lead to boredom and agitation, which hinders their ability to learn.

The ottoman can either be sat on or straddled to work at a desk. The 
floor cushion enables a child to work comfortably on the floor. Both 
designs allow for complete freedom of movement, so a child can position 
themselves to engage with the task at hand.

Mudai is made from a high-density foam that is supportive but also cushy 
and very lightweight. A child can easily pick it up and move it wherever 
they need, which helps drive self-directed learning. 

The heavy-duty fabric cover has been treated with stain protection and 
can be removed and professionally cleaned to keep the product in tip-
top condition. There are four accent colours to choose from, specially 
developed for the Learn by Koskela Junior range and inspired by the 
Australian landscape.

Mudai translates to soft, and the word originates from the Dharug 
Aboriginal language in Sydney.

Colour

Fabric

Grey

Burra 
(Sky)

Gidgee 
(Yellow)

Yarra 
(Eucalyptus)

Gili 
(Flame)

Products have a seven-year warranty plus an extensive post-purchase care & maintenance program.
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Mudai (Soft) Ottoman Small 410mmW x 380mmD x 330mmH

Product Size Dimensions (mm)

$295.00

Price

8 Weeks

Lead Time

Mudai (Soft) Ottoman  Large 479mmW x 445mmD x 430mmH

Product Size

$325.00

Price

8 Weeks

Lead Time Dimensions (mm)

Mudai (Soft) Floor Cushion 709mmW x 470mmD x 75mmH$255.00

Price

8 Weeks

Lead Time Dimensions (mm)Product 


